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ABSTRACT

Performance is an important aspect of software quality. The goals of performance are typically defined by setting upper and lower bounds for response time of a system and physical level measurements such as CPU, memory and I/O. To meet such performance goals, several performance-related activities are needed in development (Dev) and operations (Ops). In fact, large software system failures are often due to performance issues rather than functional bugs. One of the most important performance issues is performance regression. Although performance regressions are not all bugs, they often have a direct impact on users’ experience of the system. The process of detection of performance regressions in development and operations is faced with a lot of challenges. First, the detection of performance regression is conducted after the fact, i.e., after the system is built and deployed in the field or dedicated performance testing environments. Large amounts of resources are required to detect, locate, understand and fix performance regressions at such a late stage in the development cycle. Second, even we can detect a performance regression, it is extremely hard to fix it because other changes are applied to the system after the introduction of the regression. These challenges call for further in-depth analyses of the performance regression. In this dissertation, to avoid performance regression slipping into operation, we first perform an exploratory study on the source code changes that introduce performance regressions in order to understand root-causes of performance regression in the source code level. Second, we propose an approach that automatically predicts whether a test would manifest performance regressions in a code commit. To assist practitioners to analyze system performance with operational data, we propose an approach to recovering filed-representative workload that can be used to detect performance regression. We also propose that using execution logs generated by unit tests to predict performance regression in load tests.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rise of large-scale software systems (e.g., Amazon.com and Google Gmail) has posed an impact on people’s daily lives from mobile devices users to space station operators. The increasing importance and complexity of such systems make their quality a critical, yet extremely difficult issue to address. Failures in such systems are more often associated with performance issues, rather than with feature bugs [19]. Therefore, performance is an important aspect of software quality.

The goals of performance are typically defined by setting upper and lower bounds for response time of a system and physical level measurements such as CPU, memory and I/O. In order to ensure that the performance of a system meets a requirement, several performance assurance activities are required during development (Dev) and operations (Ops) in the release cycle of large software systems. DevOps is a set of software practices to smoothly deploy a new release of software system between development and operations [9]. One of the goals of performance assurance activities in DevOps is to detect performance regressions, i.e., the performance of the same feature in the system is worse than before [2]. Response time degradation and increased CPU usage are typical examples of performance regressions. These performance regressions may directly affect the user experience, increase the resources cost of the system and lead to reputational repercussions. Therefore, detecting and resolving performance regressions is an important task even though the system’s performance may meet the requirement. For example, Mozilla has a performance regression policy that requires performance regressions to be reported and resolved as bugs [12].

Due to the importance of performance regression, extensive prior research has proposed automated techniques to detect performance regressions [8, 11, 15, 16]. However, challenges in the practices of DevOps of performance regression detection still exist.

• No existing performance regression data. There is no existing data of performance regression introducing code changes.

• Performance regression detection is too late. The existing performance regression detection is applied after the system is built and deployed in the field. Large amounts of resources are required to detect, locate, understand and fix performance regressions at such a late stage in the development cycle.

• Large volume of operational data. The increasing volume of operational data is beyond the capacity of traditional
human driven practices. It is very time-consuming and error-prone to analyze such large-scale operational logs to understand and detect performance regression.

In this dissertation, we propose several techniques to detect performance regression in DevOps. To collect performance regression data, we propose a statistically rigorous approach to identifying performance regression introducing code changes. In order to detect performance regression as early as possible, we propose an approach to automatically predicting whether a test would manifest performance regressions in a code commit. To assist performance regression detection in operations, we first propose to use recovery workload to detect performance regression based on field execution logs. We also propose an approach to predicting performance regression in load tests using readily available execution logs generated by unit tests.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our research hypothesis. Section 3 presents our approaches to the frequent performance assurances during development. Section 4 outlines our proposed approaches to assisting performance assurances with operational data. Section 5 presents the states of the art in practice. Section 6 concludes this dissertation.

2 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
The practices of DevOps generate two sources of data about software: development data and filed data. Development data, generated during software development, includes a large amount of historical information of software development. A typical example of development data is source code changes. Field data, generated during operations, consists of available and valuable information about how the system operates. System execution logs and performance metrics are two kinds of typical filed data. In this dissertation, we plan to propose automated approaches to detecting performance regression by mining the large amount of development and field data. Our research hypothesis is follows:

Software development historical repositories and field operation logs, which are valuable and readily available resources, can be used to detect performance regression in the context of DevOps.

We will validate our research hypothesis based on the following aspects:

- **Frequent performance assurances during development:** We start off by examining the root-cause of performance regression introducing code changes. We then propose an approach that automatically predicts whether a test would manifest performance regressions given a code commit.
- **Assisting performance assurances with operational data:** We first study the use of recovery workload to detect performance regression using field execution logs. We then propose an approach to predicting performance regression using readily available execution logs of unit tests.

Therefore, this dissertation intends to 1) detect or predict performance regression introducing source code changes in the early stage during development and 2) assist operators to analyze a huge of filed execution logs to detect system performance regression during operations. In particular, we further divide the scope of our research into two parts of research questions. One is frequent performance assurances during development, another is assisting performance assurances with operational data. For each part, we present the problem that we wish to solve, a brief overview of our proposed approach, the results and research timeline.

3 FREQUENT PERFORMANCE ASSURANCES DURING DEVELOPMENT
Software changes during development, i.e. source code changes, may cause performance regression. If we can detect performance regression as early as possible, the amount of required resources would be significantly reduced if developers were notified whether a code change introduces performance regressions during development. Therefore, to avoid performance regression slipping into operations, we propose to solve two problems.

3.1 Identifying root-causes of performance regressions introducing code changes

*Problem:* It is difficult to identify the root-cause of performance regression. Prior research has conducted empirical studies on performance bugs. However, performance regressions are not performance bugs. Moreover, there is no existing data of performance regression introducing code changes.

*Our proposed approach:* We present a statistically rigorous approach [3] to identifying performance regression introducing changes. In general, we extract every commit from the version control repositories (Git) and identify impacted test cases of each commit. Afterwards, we chronologically evaluate the performance of each commit using either the related test cases or performance micro-benchmarks. Finally, we perform statistical analysis on the performance evaluation results to identify performance regression introducing changes. To know the code level root-causes of the performance regression, we follow an iterative approach to identifying the root-causes that the code change introduces performance regression, until we could not find any new reasons.

*Result:* Our study finds that performance regressions are not rare instances and are often with large effects. A majority of the performance regressions are introduced with bug fixing, rarely with new features. Our manual examination on the performance regression introducing code changes identifies six code level root-causes of performance regressions, where some root-causes (such skippable functions) can be avoided. Developers should always be aware of the possible performance regression from their code change, in order to address avoidable regressions or minimize the impact from un-avoidable regressions.

*Expected timeline:* This part of work has been published in ICSME 2017 [3].

3.2 Predicting tests that manifest performance regressions at the commit level

*Problem:* Running all tests to detect performance regressions is an extremely time-consuming task, especially for every commit. Although automated techniques are proposed to detect performance regressions, performance regressions detection remains a task that is conducted after the system is developed and built, as almost the last step in the release cycle.
Our proposed approach: We propose an approach that automatically predicts whether a test would manifest performance regressions given a code commit. We call such tests performance-regression-prone tests. In detail, our approach predicts whether there is regression in a particular test of a particular commit (not any test in a commit). To build the prediction model, we first identify performance-regression-prone tests by evaluating all the tests that are impacted by the code changes in prior commits and measuring performance (i.e., response time, CPU and memory usage, I/O read and I/O write) by running each test, repetitively. Afterwards, we build five classifiers, one for each performance metric, modeling whether a test would manifest a performance regression. With such prediction models, after developers commit their code changes, our approach can automatically predict which tests manifest performance regressions for each particular performance metric. Developers can prioritize their performance assurance activities by only running the predicted performance-regression-prone tests to address the performance regressions. The newly executed performance evaluation results are then included in the training data to update the classifiers in order to predict the performance-regression-prone tests in the next new commit.

Preliminary result: Our results show that our approach can predict tests that manifest performance regressions in a commit with high AUC values (on average 0.80). Our approach can drastically reduce the testing time needed to detect performance regressions. In addition, we find that our approach could be used to detect the introduction of six out of nine real-life performance issues from the subject systems during our studied period. Finally, we find that traditional metrics that are associated with size and code change histories are the most important factors in our models.

Expected timeline: We plan to finish this part of work before summer 2020.

4 ASSISTING PERFORMANCE ASSURANCES WITH OPERATIONAL DATA

Software activities generate a large amount of filed execution logs during operations. Such filed logs reflect realistic user behaviors and real workload. Since load test is too complex and time-consuming, i.e., designing a workload, executing a load test, and analyzing the results of a load test. Moreover, load tests cannot represent the field workload due to the frequent workload fluctuation. Therefore, if performance regression is hidden during development, such large valuable operational data can be used to assist performance assurances. Therefore, our goal is to assist performance analyst to generate load tests and predict performance regression in load tests using operational data.

4.1 Recovering filed-representative workload to detect performance regression using field execution logs

Problem: Workload recovered from field execution logs can be used to detect performance regression in practice. However, the recovery of a field-representative workload is a challenging task. First, the process of operations generated a huge amount of execution logs. It is time-consuming and error-prone for performance analyst to analyze such large-scale logs. Second, one must achieve a balance between the level of granularity of the workload and the cost to conduct a load test with such a workload.

Our proposed approach: To recover a field-representative workload being used to detect performance regression, we design approaches to reaching a desirable level of granularity for a workload [4]. In particular, we study the impact of adding different levels of details in the recovered workloads for load tests using field execution logs. We first replicate a prior approach that captures the frequency of basic actions. Afterwards, we design an approach that enriches the basic user actions with their context values. Finally, we design another approach that augments the context with frequently-appearing sequences of actions. Our approaches use the frequency of actions, the frequency of enriched actions and the frequency of sequences of enriched actions, respectively, as signatures for each user, then group the users into clusters. Afterwards, we automatically generate load tests based the signature of the representative (center) user in each cluster. We finally study the use of recovery workloads to detect performance regression.

Result: Our results show that our approach that is based on user action sequences with contextual information outperforms the other two approaches and can generate more representative load tests with similar throughput and CPU usage to the original field workload. (i.e., mostly statistically insignificant or with small/trivial effect sizes). Such representative load tests are generated only based on a small number of clusters of users, leading to a low cost of conducting/maintaining such load tests. Finally, we demonstrate that our approaches can detect injected users in the original field workloads with high precision and recall.

Expected timeline: This part of work has been published in ASE 2019 [4].

4.2 Predicting the performance regression in load tests using readily available execution logs of unit tests

Problem: Load testing a system is a required testing procedure. However, first, load test is too complex and time-consuming, i.e., executing a load test and analyzing the results of a load test. Second, load tests cannot represent the field workload due to the frequent workload fluctuation. Finally, replaying field workload is difficult due to the need of dedicated testing environment and tooling support. Therefore, if we can use the field data generated in operations to predict performance regression without need to execute load tests, large amounts of resources can be reduced.

Our proposed approach: We present an approach to mining the relationship between unit tests’ logs and load tests’ logs, and study the use of readily available execution logs of unit tests to predict performance regression in load tests. In detail, we first extract log events from execution logs generated by unit tests and load tests. We then filter and preprocess the extracted log events to build prediction model to predict performance regression in load tests using readily available logs of unit tests. We expect that performance regression in load tests can be successfully predicted using logs generated by unit tests.

Preliminary result: We find that there exists high relationship between both execution logs generated by unit test and load test. In particular, most of the log events occurring in load tests are covered
in execution logs of unit test. Due to the high coverage, we can confirm that there exists high relationship between unit tests' and load tests' execution logs.

**Expected timeline**: We plan to finish this part of work before spring 2021.

5 STATE OF THE ART AND PRACTICE

The following research is closely related to our work presented in this dissertation.

**Performance regression detection during development**

Prior study has proposed various automated techniques, measurement-based and model-based approaches, to detect performance regression. Measurement-based approaches measure and compare performance metrics between two consecutive versions of a system to detect performance regression [6, 7, 20]. Model-based approaches [1, 5, 13–15] build a detected model for a set of target performance metrics. However, prior research on detection of performance regressions are all designed to be conducted after the system is built and deployed. There is very few works to detect performance regressions at commit level. In our research, we detect performance regressions at commit level.

**Leveraging logs to assist performance regression detection in load tests**

There are various approaches to use execution logs to assist performance regression detection in load test. Jiang et al. [10] propose a framework that automatically generates a report to detect and rank potential performance problems and the associated log sequences. Tan et al. [18] present a state-machine view from the execution logs of Hadoop to understand the system behavior and debug performance problems. Syer et al. [17] also propose to combines execution logs and performance metrics to diagnose memory-related performance issues. The existing approaches still need to execute load tests. Our work attempts to predict performance regression using execution logs generated by unit tests, without need to execute load tests.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Performance regressions are not rare instances on large software systems, while existing performance regression detection approaches do not fit well in the widely-adopted process of DevOps. Therefore, this dissertation aims to provide empirical study findings and automated approaches to help practitioners detect performance regressions in the process of DevOps. In particular, to detect performance regressions during development, we study the characteristics of performance regressions at the change level and propose to predict such performance regressions during development. On the other hand, to help detect performance regression using operational data, i.e., without the need of expensive performance testing, we propose approaches to recover field workload and use such workload data to automatically detect performance regressions.
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